Spring Term Newsletter 2021/22
Hello to all parents, carers and pupils of AVESC. I would like to thank you all for your support of our school and well
done to all the pupils who have been engaging in their work and making progress towards their next steps. I would like
to remind Y11 pupils that their final GCSE and Functional Skills examinations are approaching and if you would like any
further support in preparing for these then please discuss this with your Keyworker, class teacher or STLA. I would also
like to remind Y6 pupils that SATS will be undertaken next half-term and if you would like to speak to a member of staff
regarding these then please do so.
I am pleased to inform you about the following changes to staffing roles: K White—Deputy Headteacher, D. Beckett—
Assistant Headteacher and APT Lead and S. Gadsby—Pastoral Lead (Safeguarding and attendance). I know you will join
me in wishing them well in their new posts. I would also like to thank J. Dix for her 12 years hard work and service. She

will be leaving us after the Easter break to take up a new post as Headteacher of North East Derbyshire Support Centre.
Congratulations and good luck! Please enjoy the half term break and we look forward to seeing you on your return.
Mr T England—Headteacher

Comic Relief Day
Pupils enjoyed participating in a ‘Great Kirk Hallam Bake Off’ for Comic
Relief 2022! Pupils worked in teams of 3 or 4 to design and plan their
bakes, given a theme of Comic Relief and colour of red. Pupils had access
to a range of baking recipes and ingredients to choose from.
Pupils baked and decorated their cakes, biscuits and cookies and Maria,
our site Business Admin Assistant, was our Mary Berry for the morning and got to taste each and
every one! She chose the winners of KS3, Lucas and Jack with their cleverly decorated biscuits and the
winners of KS2, Lucas and Cohen with their carefully created cupcakes! Each and every pupil
demonstrated great maths and literacy skills, including communication and teamwork – and the
bakes all tasted delicious!
Pupils at Sawley made Corn Flake cakes using their mathematic skills to
create a recipe and use ratios to ensure the food was fabulous. Staff wore
red for the day, even hair was red where possible.
We have also been able to contribute £73.30 to the charity based on the
day’s event and Kirk Hallam's previous Christmas fair! Well done to all the
pupils!
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World Book Day at Kirk Hallam, Bennerley & Sawley
This year marked the 25th anniversary of World Book Day. Pupils across
all sites took part in writing a 100 word story based on a Gothic picture.
Here is the result of all their hard work.
Kirk Hallam KS2:- Silence was interrupted by inhuman sounds
escaping the mist suffocated Monastery. There was no hesitation. The man’s footsteps crunched
underfoot as he paced desperately forwards.
Kirk Hallam KS3:- Into the nothingness, disguising his fear, the wind forced the door out of
reach. Ruby liquid dripped from the crimson figure glistening
in the luna light.
KS3 Bennerley:- The man froze like a block of ice. His heart
raced as the blood drenched shadow loomed towards him. It
closed in, his vision blurred.
KS4 Sawley:- The man froze like a cold stone statue. His
heart thundered out of his chest as the blood soaked spectre
floated towards him. It closed in, his breathing quickened and
vision blurred.
During tutor time, pupils read ‘The Rise of
Wolves’ by Kerr Thomson. In English we
analysed the way that the writer created an
interesting atmosphere, in Maths pupils had to
work out the number of sentences in a Haiku
and finally they had to work out the
percentages of vowels in an extract. In
Geography pupils discussed the impact of introducing wolves as a predator into
the Scottish Highlands.

Alternative Provision
Alex is now in year 11 and has started his new timetable to help
him prepare for his future beyond AVESC. He is enjoying his time
at the Blend, cooking and studying towards his Foodwise and
Sport and Fitness Asdan Short course qualifications.
On Friday 18th March 2022, at REAL
Construction in Hillstown, as part of
their Community Programme and to show their support for the people of
Ukraine, they have been helping with packing aid parcels at the Friends
Meeting House in Mansfield. All pupils who attended Construction that day
were involved and demonstrated great maturity and understanding for the
reason and importance for helping where they could.
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Visit to see Apprenticeships in action.
APT and Sawley had a hugely successful visit to Whitemeadow’s base of
operations in Sutton-in-Ashfield this half term; they build sofas, beds and
chairs and supply some of the UK’s biggest furniture including DFS and
Wayfair. More importantly, they offer opportunities for apprenticeships
and training programmes which would be of great benefit to our students.
After a brief H&S chat, the students were taken on a tour of the factory
floor, getting a first person view of how a modern workplace
operates. Here they saw the individually prepared, handmade furniture
being put together by 3-person teams, where they witnessed the importance of team-work, trust and communication. Further along the
tour they experienced the sewing
academy, where groups learn how to operate a different kind of
machinery, while still displaying the levels of detail and patience
that would be expected across the premises.
We finished the visit with a presentation and Q&A session where
the range of options, expectations and potential opportunities for
employment were discussed in greater depth. The visit allowed
some pupils to get a greater understanding of their own interests
and make a more informed choice about their futures, and we hope
to take advantage of many other opportunities like this in the
future.
Mental Health Awareness Champions across all sites
On Wednesday the 9th of February all pupils at the Kirk Hallam, Bennerley and Sawley sites took part in training to become Mental Health
Champions. Pupils learnt what to do if they were concerned about
their own or others’ mental health and worked on some practical activities. Pupils worked really hard to create calming jars.
Pupils are now aware of different places they could access support from if they were struggling with
their mental health for example the Young Minds Website. https://www.youngminds.org.uk/
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Social Activities
Pupils continue to take part in regular social activity sessions. At Bennerley they have learnt how to build resilience, improve group participation, support teamwork and hopefully join in with the fun. Recent sessions have
included a British Values focused tea party and some fitness mission activities.

Sawley’s Social Gaming sessions keep going from strength to strength, with students beginning to develop
stronger strategies, discuss probabilities and build resilience when things don’t go their way. Most importantly,
they get to play and have meaningful and
structured fun, while deepening positive peer relationships.

Cinema Reward Trip

During Term 3 pupils worked hard to gain merits for
excellent work and attitudes to learning. 3 pupils were
rewarded with a trip to the Odeon Cinema in Derby for
achieving the most merits during the term. It was a
lovely afternoon watching Uncharted and eating and
drinking cinema snacks. The Bennerley pupils are
looking forward to the next reward trip that they are
working towards.
Cooking Pizza at Sawley

All students were involved in making their own lunch. The
pizzas had to include healthy options including rocket, spring
onions and peppers with mozzarella and cheddar cheese.
Even staff were able to join in and offer suggestions for next
time.
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Building Updates

Bennerley—Gym Floor
Work is now fully underway to replace the gym floor at Bennerley. It was
disappointing that the floor could not be saved but due to the nature of the
damage the only solution was to install a new floor.
The floor boards have now been removed and works
will be starting during the Easter break to decorate the gym and lay down the new
vinyl sports floor. Other works being carried out is the installation of new
thermostats. These are necessary as the current thermostats have been set at a
height that cannot be reached.

Kirk Hallam
During the last half-term break tree surgeons attended the site to carry out some
much needed work on the overgrown trees. The Leylandi trees have been reduced
in height and this has had a huge impact on the outdoor area due to the increase in
the amount of light that is coming into the carpark. Timing for the tree cutting was
of the essence as we could not do the work if birds had
started to nest and they were definitely starting to scope
out the area. The next job for this site is to install fencing
to secure the car park and provide sectioned and secure
play area.

Projects in the Pipeline



Plans for extra high fencing around the MUGAs at Sawley and Bennerley
are in progress.



An outdoor seating area at Bennerley.



Wi-Fi at Sawley is to be upgraded.

